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Corrosion resistant alloys in hot sour gas production, 240
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Hydrogen effects on electrochemical potential in BWRs, 51
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NACE Task Group T-1F-9, 40, 290
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Nickel-base alloys
corrosion resistant, SSR testing, 225
defeability in light water reactors, 83
liquid metal embrittlement, 193
localized corrosion and SSC, 263
reactor core, 65
SSR test limitations, 22
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boiling water reactors, 65
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pressurized water reactors, 65
SSR test applications, 65
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Oxygen levels, for SSC prevention, 65
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Percent elongation, in SSR testing, 290
Percent reduction of area, in SSR testing, 290
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Pitting, nickel-base alloys, 263
Polyamines, cracking of stainless and carbon steels, 173
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Precracked specimens
SSC behavior, rising displacement test, 134
in SSR testing, 105
titanium alloys, 158
Pressure vessel steels, SSR tests, 65
Pressure water reactors, deformability of stainless steels and nickel-base alloys, 83
Pressurized water reactors, SSR testing, 65
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Quality assurance, nickel-base corrosion resistant alloys, 225
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Rising displacement tests, 134

S

Salt water, SSR testing of precracked titanium alloys, 158
Slow strain rate testing
aluminum and stainless steel embrittlement in mercury environments, 181
anomalous behavior survey, 22
for cracking conditions in existing equipment, 173
for CRAs in host sour gas production, 240
development, review, 7
effects of H₂S, Cl⁻, CO₂, 240
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high-strength steel at controlled electrochemical potentials, 149
hydrogen embrittlement of steel weldments, 202
for IGSCC in BWRs, 51
interrupted, 7
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limitations, 22
LME of stainless steels and nickel alloys, 193
lot acceptance criterion, 290
monotonic, 7
nickel-base alloys in gas production applications, 263
Ni-Cu alloy K-500, 123
notched specimens for, 105
precracked specimens for, 105
precracked titanium alloys, 158
standardization activities, 40
survey, 22
Sour gas production
Cr-Ni-Mo alloy SSR testing, 240
NACE T-1F-9, 40, 290
nickel-base alloys, localized corrosion and SCC, 263
Specimens
machining, 290
notched specimens, 105
precracked specimens, 105, 134
surface finish, 290
tapered, 7
SSR testing (see Slow strain rate testing)
Stainless steel alloys, embrittlement in mercury environments, 181
austenitic
deformability in light water reactors, 83
IGSCC, SSR testing, 51
deformability in light water reactors, 83
in-pile behavior, 83
liquid metal embrittlement, 193
mercury cracking, 173
polyamine cracking, 173
SSR testing, 65
SSR test limitations, 22
Standardization, ASTM Committee G-1.06.05 and NACE Task Group T-1F-9, 40, 290
Steam generators
SSR testing, 65
thin-wall tubing, 65
Steels
- AISI 4340 high-strength SSR testing, 149
- 5Ni-Cr-Mo high-strength weldments, 202
- stainless (see Stainless steel)

Storage tanks, carbon steel, amine cracking, 173

Strain rate
- appropriate, 7
- CRA SCC susceptibility in hot sour gas environments, 240
- effects on SSR testing results, 225, 240
- global, 105
- inadequate measurement, 22
- local, 105
- slow, 22

Stress corrosion cracking
- accelerated test procedure, 134
- amine-related, 173
- in BWRs, SSR testing, 51
- caustic solution-related, 173
- chloride-related, 173
- CRAs in hot sour gas production, 240
- CRAs in hydrogen sulfide environments, 225
- irradiation-assisted, 83
- limitation of SSR testing, 22
- LME of stainless steels and nickel alloys, 193
- mercury-related, 173
- nickel-base alloys in gas production environments, 263
- notched specimens for SSR testing, 105
- in reactor cooler environments, 65
- rising displacement test, 134
- standardization activities, 40
- strain rate determination, 7
- titanium alloys in salt water and inert environments, 158

Surface finish
- effects on SSR testing results, 225
- of specimens, 290

T
- Tapered specimen tests, 7
- Temperature, effects on SSR testing, 240
- Tensile bars, for testing nickel-base alloys, 65
- Three-point-bend loading, for material resistance to cracking, 65
- Threshold stresses, determination, 7
- Time to failure, in SSR testing, 290
- Titanium alloys
  - SSR testing in salt water and inert environments, 158
  - SSR test limitations, 22

Tubular products
- CRAs in hydrogen sulfide environments, 225
- high-nicked CRAs, SSR testing, 240

W
- Water environments, in BWRs, electrochemical potential effects, 51
- Welds, high-strength steel, SSR testing, 202
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- X-ray diffraction, residues from breech chambers, 149
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- Zirconium alloys, SSR test limitations, 22